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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach towards creating a type of hierarchy for document image page using the information given by the Delaunay triangulation. The steps of the algorithm are presented under the form of a cluster tree containing the information of the page in structures such as collections of pixels and using the distance between them as a binding measurement. The final result provides the page segmentation into clusters containing pictures, titles and paragraphs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development in the area of scanning and printing devices has known a great expansion in the last years. And because of this reason there have been further increases in the expectations of the document content recognition and conversion. The purpose is the expansion of the electronic interpretation of the document by understanding the logical structure (chapter delimitation and titles, sections, headings, paragraphs, authors and affiliation, annotation, footnotes, references, commentaries, related pictures and schemas, page number) [13]-[15].

The goal of this paper is to present a solution towards determining this layout and to create a form of hierarchy for the document using this layout and the first step is to find the basic entities in a document and with them to create such a structure. These basic entities are represented by the separators, which can be roughly classified based on their shape or geometrical characteristics into:

- Line separators;
- Line-based separators;
- White space separators;
- Arbitrary-form separators;

The common knowledge on separators presents them as image segments that have certain geometrical characteristics, like, for example, in a horizontal line the width is much greater than the height. Most algorithms use only this information towards detecting such entities and more evolved approaches respect the angle orientation of the separators for broken line detection. Such approaches are shape dependent and take into consideration just line separators. Better ones use the concept of distance and provide a mathematical solution for the detection like in the examples found in [11], [12], [23].

For the white-space detection, most algorithms are somehow similar to the ones used for lines because the detection is based on the fact that the number of white pixels found on a direction is greater than the number of the pixels found on a direction orthogonal to the initial one. Even though this approach has the same disadvantages as the one used for lines because of the size and orientation dependency, it proves to have a greater degree of certainty. However none of this type of approaches is satisfactory and a geometrical independent method is required for correct detection of separators (for further line detection algorithms refer to [2]).

In this paper a reliable approach will be presented, approach based on creating a hierarchical clustering structure [3].

What differentiates this method from others presented in similar papers is its type. It uses a “top-down” one instead of a “bottom-up”, which means that it does not have the purpose of grouping different objects into collections, but instead it breaks the collections into objects. The Delaunay triangulation ([8]-[10], [24]) presents the perfect mathematical tool towards obtaining neighborhood relations and further using them to simulate the characteristic of the human eye of “connecting” similar elements.

The final structure will be presented as a cluster tree. This will combine the results obtained from the triangulation a specific cluster tree construction algorithm. By using such a structure entities will be gathered into single components based on the distances computed by the triangulation. The tree will use the Euclidian distance as its measurement and will introduce a new definition, the “hierarchy distance”, in order to facilitate the merging operations done on the entities. All of these aspects shall be presented in the following pages.

II. PROBLEM SOLUTION

There are several steps that have to be followed in the correct order to obtain the final tree hierarchy. The first steps have been presented in a previous article ([4]) and are presented succinctly because they are mandatory for the correct completion of the final step.
A. Preprocessing

The initial step is a preprocessing one, because the input has to be prepared for the requirements of the algorithm [19]. One of the most important aspects of this approach is that it uses a black and white document and in order to achieve this goal for every document a simple black and white conversion has to be made regardless of the initial color pattern. There are several algorithms that serve this purpose we have selected the most suitable one for our kind of input documents [1],[21].

B. Contour generation

Next, the input selection has to be done and this implies generating the image segments (further referred as entities of the image). A collection of connected black pixels represents an entity, which is easily determined with the help of a simple algorithm that starts from a black pixel and passes through all neighboring black pixels until there are only white neighbors [18].

By repeating this algorithm for all non-visited black pixels the entities are obtained in the end. There are several shapes that can bind a collection of black pixels. The actual bounding shape is in fact a polygon which contains and approximates the entity or collections of entities and in Fig. 2 we present the most common one: the rectangle.

For the presented approach the bounding rectangle is not used, but instead a contour of the current entity is taken into consideration. Because each entity can be seen as a collection of horizontal segments, the contour is generated from the extremities of each such segment of the entity, with the mention that all the extremity points of the segments which cannot be seen directly from an external point of view are not taken into consideration.

A simple example of this algorithm is presented below in Fig. 3. Another type of contour generation algorithm is presented in [5], [17].

C. Delaunay triangulation

After the actual contour selection the next step is the use of the constrained Delaunay triangulation algorithm. In this way all the entities will be connected to each other. However, this is more then we need and so a processing of the obtained Delaunay triangles has to be done. All the triangles that connect more or less than two entities are eliminated and the final result reveals only entities connected in groups of two.

This fact allows the creation of two types of points, which are named as a convention in this paper: current and destination points. The names come from their characteristic of belonging or not to an entity.

By using the Delaunay triangulation each entity has several triangles starting from it and going towards another entity. The points of the triangles which are on the current entity are the current points and the ones that belong to the triangles, but are situated on another entity different from the current one are called destination points.

D. Proximity generation

The proximity is an “entity to entity” relation. The proximities are generated by iterating toward the triangles contained in the constrained Delaunay triangulation and
filtering triangles that join two different (inter-triangles) entities. Triangles that are generated inside one entity (intra-triangles) or between three distinct entities are discarded from processing.

The proximity structure holds vital statistics regarding the entity-to-entity relation like: the pair of entities, the minimum square distance inside Delaunay inter-triangles, the number of connections points in both entities, the area of connection and other measures that may be relevant depending on the processing type.

E. Separators

There are several classifications of separators based on their geometrical form or characteristics as stated in the introduction, but all of them have one important thing in common which puts them into the spotlight. By using the already presented Delaunay triangulation and detecting the current and destination points a statistics can be made based on their ratio.

The result reveals a very important characteristic of separators: they have far more current points than destination points because they extend to several entities in size independent of the orientation or angle. In this way the separators are detected and a line can be drawn between them and regular characters, like letters or punctuation signs.

The next step is to use this information and introduce it in a hierarchy of the page. By doing so, we will get the text areas which will be bounded by page edges or separators inside the hierarchy tree.

III. CLUSTER TREE

Our method creates a hierarchical model of the input entities by building a special type of multi-way tree called a cluster tree. The entities will become leafs in such a tree and the internal nodes of the tree represent clusters of entities. The diameter of a cluster is the maximum distance between any two entities belonging to that cluster or between any adjacent entities that may form a chain to “connect” any entity pair (Fig. 4). The purpose of this tree is to group the entities into clusters with diameters in increasing order of magnitude. Thus, the root of the tree corresponds to a cluster with the largest possible diameter (if this cluster would represent the entire page, then its children would represent top level elements like paragraphs or images).

This hierarchical model is used in collaboration with the separator information obtained at the previous step to build the layout of the page [6]-[9].

There are two courses of action that can be considered when discussing the design of the hierarchy tree. The first one is to use as input the extreme points and the Delaunay triangulation. The extreme points are the points on the contour of the entities.

The tree construction algorithm starts by computing for each pair of entities the minimum length Delaunay triangle edge that connects them. The algorithm constructs the tree in a bottom-up fashion. It starts with a random entity and builds a cluster around it. It will first find the closest entity to this initial entity and add it to the cluster. Next, it finds the closest entity to either of the two and if the distance to this entity is of the same order of magnitude as the distance between the first two, the third entity will also be added to the cluster. Similarly, the algorithm will continue to add entities until the closest entity is of a bigger order of magnitude and thus, cannot be part of this first cluster. The rest of the clusters are constructed in the same way, with the exception that the algorithm now may also add the closest cluster and not just the closest entity.

When the algorithm ends, it produces the desired tree model which accurately describes the hierarchy of the page.

The second approach to constructing the hierarchy is to use points from the bounding shapes of the entities and the distance between the bounding shapes as a metric.

A good choice for the bounding shape is the convex hull. The idea in this case is to compute the convex hull of each entity based on its contour points and based on this result to compute the minimum distance between bounding shapes and use this, as before, as the minimum distance between the two entities. From now on the algorithm is exactly like the one presented above. It begins by constructing a cluster from an empty set by growing it with the closest entity, in the sense of the minimum distance between the bounding shapes. The algorithm continues to build the other clusters in the same manner, just that now, a cluster can also contain other clusters, if the distance between them is the same order of magnitude. The algorithm finishes and produces a hierarchical model of the page, where the root of the tree represents the entire page; its children represent high level layout elements like paragraphs, images, tables, titles, headings, etc. Their children represent smaller elements like text lines, graphical lines, and so on. The leaves represent the smallest elements, which commonly are characters.

![Fig. 4 – simple cluster tree: internal nodes are labeled with the cluster diameters.](image-url)
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represent two versions of the same image before and after the Delaunay triangulation. The first image contains the unaltered document page, while the second one is the result of applied Delaunay after taking into account the bounding shape.

As it can be seen, entities are connected one to another by a thick collection of edges, which are all drawn with the same color in order to emphasize the unity of these lines. Each color contains only the connections between the points on the bounding shape of only two entities and so, it provides a good visual measurement of the distances.

Form the entire collection of connections only the smallest distance is selected and taken as input into the algorithm.

A. *Hierarchy Model – Cluster tree*

As described, a cluster tree can be constructed to model the page hierarchy. In this tree all the leaves represent the input data, the entities. The leaves are grouped into clusters; each cluster is represented by a tree node which is labeled with the diameter of the cluster.

The idea of the cluster tree is that any two elements inside a cluster have a distance no more than the cluster diameter. This also means that each sub-tree of the structure is a cluster in which all of the nodes are closer to each other than to any other node outside that cluster. Fig. 7 shows an example of a cluster tree structure.

As it can be seen in the example, the diameters of the clusters increase if traversing the tree from bottom to top. Each node is included in exactly one cluster and it has no children. The labels of the non-leaf nodes seen in the example represent the maximum distances inside each cluster, or the cluster diameter. For example the cluster “ab” composed of the entities “a” and “b” has the maximum distance 20, which means that no entities inside this cluster are more than 20 units apart. Also, as stated in the definition of the cluster tree and as an implicit effect of the construction algorithm, there is no node lying less than 21 units from either “a” or “b”.

In this example, the order of magnitude is thought to be different if the diameters are not equal. Practical implementations use a threshold to establish if two entities can be part of the same cluster.

In the context of layout analysis, when talking about the distance between two entities we shall actually be referring to the diameter of the cluster that those entities are part of. This will be referred to as the *hierarchy distance*, and it is opposed to the *Euclidian distance*. The Euclidian distance is used to build the cluster tree, while the hierarchy distance is used as a layout space measure.

The Euclidian distance is a well-known term which defines the minimal path between two points, the length of the segment that connects them. The hierarchy distance however has a different meaning. In the following example the distance between the points “A” and “D” is 90.

![Fig. 8: the meaning of hierarchy distance](image)

The hierarchy distance between “A” and “D” is 45 and can be obtained from the cluster tree. Because “B” and “C” form a cluster and then join with “A” into another cluster before joining with “D” all three points have the same hierarchy distance to “D”, which is the Euclidian distance between “C” and “D”. And so, this new measurement unit provides a good mean of evaluating cluster closure.

Now that the terms used in this paper have been explained there are several steps that have to be followed in order to obtain the desired clusters. The first step was to create the cluster tree. Next, the information contained in the clusters is used to join different entities or groups of entities depending on hierarchy distances. In the following group of images the creation of the clusters can be observed and the final result of splitting the document in zones with similar characteristics is obtained.
In the end all the zones have been detected properly. The iteration process of joining clusters can continue and the whole page will be seen as a standalone cluster, but this would be too much. The purpose is to create zones of similar information in the page and after a number of iterations that algorithm must stop.

The charts provide an overview of the distance values for the current tested image by plotting the histograms of such values.

The result obtained for the given picture allows the detection of titles, paragraphs and even articles. However without a mechanism for result measurement there is no knowing when to stop the iteration process.

As it can be seen this is the first iteration of the process where only the closest entities were connected into clusters. To have a better view on the clustering, only a small part of the initial picture has been taken for the first set of result images and the clusters have been bounded with rectangles. For a picture of such sizes this has almost no effect and does not provide any aid in splitting the document in zones. The next picture however is taken after only a few more iterations. It can be observed that groups of entities have been connected by the algorithm and some sort of cluster hierarchy has been created.

By continuing the process of joining the clusters the presented paragraph of the initial image has been finally detected as an independent zone.

For this purpose several concepts will be introduced. First of all by joining the entities there is one measure that always changes making each iteration different from all others. By using this knowledge a mechanism for assessing the results and finding the steps in which a relevant change has been made can be developed.
Therefore the most important thing that changes with each iteration and provides relevant information on the clusters is the rectangular area of the clusters.

This can be divided into three different types: total rectangular area (the sum of all the rectangles that bind the clusters; non-overlapping rectangular area (the sum of all the rectangles that result from the intersection of all the rectangles that bind the clusters), non-overlapping rectangular area (the sum of all the rectangles that bind the clusters from which the overlapping area is subtracted). The above charts present the measurement stated above at each iteration.

From these results we can determine the inflexion points, the points in the graph where the function changes its slope...
These points are represented with a white line in the graph. In this case the function is the type of area used for the chart.

By evaluating these results it can be stated that at each inflexion point there has been an important change in the graph. For example, when the next value of the total area is higher than the current one this means that the clusters have been joined together into a bigger one.

Fig. 15: the final result which finds all the important zones of the page inside an individual cluster
However, when the next value is lower than the current one some clusters that were inside a bigger one have been connected to that one and so the area has decreased. By monitoring the changes in slope sign from increase to decrease and decrease to increase it can be observed that the most important changes happen only at those times. And so a decision to stop at a given iteration has to be made taking into accounts only these points. In order to obtain the best cluster hierarchy one of the last such points has to be considered as the stopping point of the algorithm.

In the Fig. 19, the total rectangular area has the value 20, the overlapping rectangular areas has the value 4 and the non-overlapping area has the value 11 because in the given example we assumed that every rectangle has an area equal to 4 units (2 by 2).

**IV. Conclusion**

The approach presented above reveals a good tool for page layout analyze by allowing the selection of different groups of entities. This is done by cutting the tree at different levels and so obtaining the corresponding groups. Such a method allows the correct detection of paragraphs, headlines and other types of layout elements with a simple and easy to implement algorithm that can also have various applications outside the document content conversion area.

By using various mathematical solutions and algorithms together with common knowledge content analyze the correctness of such an approach can be easily proved and verified.

The layout analysis method presented in this paper is a natural development of a hierarchical clustering process. Imagine that you look at a document and, progressively, you slowly move away while continue to look at the document.
What will happen: the image will become kind of “blurry”, you will miss some details of the image, you will not be able to read words from normal text paragraphs but you will still be able to see where the paragraphs, headlines, tables and images are placed and how the document is structured.

Moving farther away of the document will enable you to see less of the document detail but more of the document layout upper-structure. Is something that may be somehow simulated by applying a pyramidal resampling of the image until the image implodes itself in only one dot. This intuitive process is able to see where the paragraphs, headlines, tables and images are placed and how the document is structured.

Furthermore, the human eye is more sensitive to rectangular-like structures and, as a result, the rectangular reconstruction of clusters inside the document is favored through the usage of some cluster-area functions that needs local maximization:
- sum of the rectangular areas of the elements;
- sum of the rectangular areas of the elements, excluding rectangular overlaps;
- sum of the rectangular overlaps of the elements.

Having multiple clustering-measures will enable the clustering algorithm to choose the best approach for the current document layout.
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